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Did the Victim Deserve to Die? 
Darwin Goes to Court 

1. ANDERSON THOkISON IR. 

The real voyage or discovery consisis not in seeking new landscapes but in having 
new eyes. 
-Marcel Proust 

Not long ago, a t  an  annua! meeting O F  trial attorneys, a Famous criminal defense 
lawyer who made his reputation by defending accused murderers spolte about de- 
Fendants' rights. During the questioning phase, he was aslted how he approached a 
capital lnurder case. He paused and then said. "I approach a murder case by asking 
myself two questions. Did the victim deserve to die? And, was the derendant the right 
man For the job?" 

The audience burst out laughing. But laughter quicltly changed to nervous 
chucltling when the group realized he  was serious. He approached each lnurder case 
with thosequestions fir~nly in mind. This attorney is not the originator of thoseques- 
tions, nor is he the only person to think  hat way. TheTexas Constitution once had a n  
amendment nicltnamed the "He needed Itillin' " clause. That someone "needed ltillin' " 
was-and some say still is-a valid deFense in a Texas courtroom. 

The lawyer's answer to the question of how h e  approached a capital murder i 
case reflects what we all now Itnow: murder can be natural and understandable. I 

Through the lenses of evolutionary psychology, we can see how homicide may be 
produced by design features of human  minds, particularly men's minds (Buss. 2005: 

i 
also see Chapter 3 or this volume). But I didn't Itnow that  when I heard the Famous 
lawyer speak. I trained as a psychiatrist in the 1970s. My background is in psycho- ! 
dynamics, psychoanalysis. general psychiatry, and traditional Forensic psychiatry. In 
the early days O F  my career, when someone committed murder, my colleagues and 
[ believed that psychopathology caused the violence. Murder meant madness. Who 
in his "right lnind" would Iti!!? !don/ we Itnow that there are parts OF the mind that 
originated much further back i l l  deep time that can rnalte ltilling quite natural. given 
our species' evolutionary history. 
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Shortly after hearing the attorney's speech. I was aslted to evaluate Willie. a 
19-year-old single man  who, with his 17-year-old half-brother Steve. ltilled his fa- 
ther. The father arrived home one arternoon with his fourth wife, the defendants' 
stepmother, to be met by a hail or bullets rrom Willie and Steve. Willie fired the first 
shots, which ltilled his lather. Steve shot seconds later and struck the stepmother. 
who survived but was made paraplegic. wheelchair bound Tor lire by Steve's bullets. 

The young men gathered up their father's gun  collection and fled. Their lather 
was a relatively poor man,  an  auto mechanic, but he  had built a gun collection of 

; considerable value relative to his lot in life. State police soon caught Willie and Steve 
; in North Carolina. They were charged with multiple firearm offenses and with capi- ' tal murder. They faced the death penalty. 
! 
i Willie's capital-murder-certified attorneys aslted my partner and me  to evaluate 

j their client. I told them about the famous trial lawyer's approach to murder cases, 

1 and they decided to use it. Willie and Steve's father truly was a monster His rnodus 
/ operandi remained consistent throughout his adult life. He raped a 1 3 -  or 14-year-old 

[ girl and then married his victim. After having one or more children with his victim- 
turned-wife, he discarded her and moved on to more fertile fields. Several or his ror~ner 1 wives came forth at  the trial to testify about his monstrous nature. Auto inechanics 

[ who worked with him testified that during woi-It hours, even in the sweltering sum- 

E mers, he ltept whoever was his current wife and their youngest children in his car in 
the parking lot of whichever auto dealer then employed him. He physically and sexu- 

& ally abused all of hischildren, male and female alike, including both of the defendants. 
Emergency room records surfaced on my defendant and confirmed one early episode 
of sexual abuse, even though Willie did not remember that  particular incident. 

A psychiatricexamination or Willie indicated that  he  suffered chronic depression 
and post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). All of that was presented at  trial. Willie's 
attorneys portrayed him as a victim who was protecting the family and ridding them 
of a dangerous and potentially deadly man.  They implied that Willie shot the rather 
to protect Steve. The father had sexually abused Steve several months before the !<ill- 
ing. Willie Itnew this, and indeed. Steve still may have been in the father's cross hairs. 
Abuse caused the murders. Protection of the lamily was paramount. Revenge was 
implied. Parent-ofrspring conflict and theft were ignored. 

A Transi t ional  Species 

Berore we continue to W~llie's late, i oifer thanks to the editors of this volume, Joshua 
Duntley and 'Todd Shackelford. fol- inviting a practicing forensic psychiatrist to con- 
tribute. Unbeltnown to them. they aslted a transitional species to weigh in as this 
new Field or evolutionary forensic psychologv emerges. Thanlts to a good friend and 
gifted lawyer. Willis Spaulding, \who gave me Robert Wright's The Moral A11ilnnl ten 
years ago, the lens of evolutionary psychology now influences my clinical and loren- 
sic practices. Wright's book ushered in a sea change in my understanding of human 
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behavior. psychology, psychiatry, psychopathology, and, in this instance, how I ap- 
proach forensic cases. This opportunity gives me. as just one rorensic practitioner, 
the opportunity to share my views of the current impact and future directions or 
evolutionary forensic psychology. In this chapter I illustrate my points with my own 
cases, ~ i i i h  as 'YAdillic's capit21 milrder case. 

As Owen Jones notes, the law is about human  behavior. To the degree that we 
have an accurate understanding of human nature, the law will be more errective. 
There is almost no area of the law where psychology, clinical psychology, and psychi- 
atry rail to have impact. Clinicians are aslced to determine competence to stand trial 
(CST) and mental state at the time of the offense (MSO). Within our justice system, 
every criminal derendant now has a constitutional right to a psychiatric evaluation 
(Altc 11. Oklahoma). Sex ofrenders are mandated by law to have psychiatric or psycho- 
logical evaluations and treatment. In domestic relations courts, partner violence, 
child abuse, divorce, and child cuslody and visitation require clinicians' reports and 
testimony. Parent-orrspring conflict always surcaces in trust and estates litigation 
and in the lrequent challenges to wills. 

There are rew judges, civil litigators, criminal derense lawyers. prosecutors, and 
clinicians lalniliar with evolutionary psychology. That will change as evolutionary 
psychology becomes part or mainstream psychology. Future college graduates who 
choose legal proUessions will lcnow more about the discipline of evolutionary psy- 
chology. As clinicai programs incvrporate more or a n  evolutionary perspective, [I?- 

ture rorensic clinicialls will both need and utilize it in ways we are beginning to see. 
and which are discussed in the preceding chapters. 

IYillie's Fate 

Willie and Steve were convicted or second-degree murder, a victory Tor the defen- 
dants and their attorneys. All or us involved in the  case came away with the impres- 
sion thathad the stepmother not been permanently paralyzed, the young men would 
have received a n  even lesser sentence. 

At the time or the trial. I certainly believed. "to a reasonable degree or medi- 
cal certainty," that Willie's depression. PTSD, and  the horrendous abuse surfered a t  
the hands or his rather cn~~secl the rather's murder and the stepmother's malicious 
wounding. Since learning evolutionary psychology, I have reason to reevaluate 
that conclusion. The murder was premeditated. The derendants' behavior and the 
history or the case suggest that these impoverished boys, consciously or not, were 
concerned about the distribution or sparse paternal assets. Their motives are better 
understood through parent-ofrspring conflict, a concept unlcnown to me a t  the time. 
Willie had lost his job shortly before the murder and needed money; this is a more 
immediate motive, and one in keeping with what we now ltnow. Willie had years or 
ample opportunity and provocation to exact revenge or protect his siblings rrom the 
ralher's predation. Why did he Itill when he did? 
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! 
I What  evolutionary psychology helps one see in Willie's case rnay be chal-acter- 
I ized as intentionality, which. for Willie, involved the pursuit of fundamental adaptive 

~ goals. "Intent" in criminal law cornprisesconcepts or rnens I-en, a mental state inrerred 
f~rom conduct, and actus r-eus. a voluntary act. When there is a claim of "au[omatism" 
(in cases or involuntary intoxication, temporal lobe epilepsy, dissociative reactions lo 

I medication, etc.), the rorensic evaluation usually focuses on thenctlrs I-ells. Whether 
lnens I-en was impaired is not an  issue. 

Many crimes, most notably homicide. are graded in terms or "intent." with first- 
degree murder requiring proof of the highest level of in[.ent. "malice aforethougl~t." 
Capital murder requires proof of other aggravating circumstances not directly 
involving intent beyond malice aforethought. Capital murder defendants, however. 
may offer by way of defense an!{ evidence of impaired intent. By contrast, most non- 
capital criminal defendants may not use expert testimony to mitigate or negate crim- 
inal intent  unless it is done in the rorm of a n  insanity defense. 

An insanity defense in most states concedes that  t he  requisile criminal intent 
existed but tha t  intent, in ways defined by t,he applicable !aln.l, was lffectcd by !ner:!z! 
disorder to such a n  extent that the defendant is nonetheless not guilty "by reason or 
insanity." The insanity defense is thus called the NGRI (no t  guilty by reason or insan- 
ity) or MSO (mental state a t  the time of the offense). 

There is a long, rich history of insanity standards: 

Wild beast test (Rex, B. Arnold, 1724) .  A man  must  be totally deprived of his 
understanding and memory so as not to lcnow wha t  he  is doing any more 
than a n  infant, a brute, or a wild beast. 

11-I-esistible i177yulse test (Reginn v. Odor-d. 1940) .  IT some controlling disease was, 
in truth,  the acting power within him, which h e  could not resist, then the 
defendant will not be held responsible. 

McNaghten rule (McNngl7len's Case. 1743) .  A mental disease or defect at the time 
of the act that  caused the defendant not to lcnow the nature and quality or 
the wrongrulness of the act. 

Durham rule (Dur-ham 11. U17ited Slntes. 1 9 5 4 ) .  T h e  accused is not criminally 
responsible if  his unlawful act is the product of a menlal disease or dcrcct. 

Model Pe17nl Code (American Law Institute. 19 5 5).  A person is not responsible ~ O I -  

criminal conduct i f  at the time of such conduct, as a result of ~nenlal  disease 
or defect, he lacked substantial capacity to appreciate the wrongfulness or 
his conduct (cognitive arm) or to conform his conduct to the requirements 
of the law (volitional a rm) .  (Adapted It-om Simon PI Gold. 2004.) 

In my state, and in many others, the traditional McNaghten rule together with 
L 

/. some version of the irresistible impulse derense guides assessment. In conducting 
an evaluation, a clinician has to assess the evidence of mental illness at the time 
of the evaluation, at  the  time of the offense, and in the  time prior to the orfenre. 
Simple presence of a mental illness is not necessarily sufficient. A clinician then has 
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a t  the  time of the orfense. The motive for the orrense must be determined to the ex-. 
tent possible. The clinician attempts to gain a detailed understanding of the criminal 
defendant's thinking and behavior before, during, and arter the offense. Also taken 
into consideration is the prior legal history of the defendant. 

and kom court to court within those jurisdictions. Knowing the answers to these 1: 

questions-and the 1-ererring attorney may not always know the answers-is or 
course iniportant in conducting and reporting the results or a n  evaluation, but not 
a s  important as the second erfect, or lack or effect, or the legal rules. 

The second e,rrect or the rules comes in the rorm or j~ i ry  instructions, which state 
the law to the j ~ ~ r y  at  the conclusion or the trial and by which they are  supposed to , 

reach a decision. The jury, particularly o n  questions or credibility, on which point ex- 

Legal rules are institutionalized versions or our  rules or thumb or  heuristics, products 4 
or human  evolution no less than a n  upright gait or speech. 1 

i l  
rl 

Litiga~ion is an  elaborate system or "cheater detection." a basic condition or 
h u m a n  sociality, which enables us to determine. for example, whether to punish or ? 

- 1  
reward another who appears not to reciprocate our generosity. 

One or the rules or thumb that  we use in cheater detection, and indeed in re- 
sponding to other threats of harm, is that  "intentional" acts can be deterred by 
punishment Inore than nonintentional acts. Another basic rule or thumb is to help 
rather than punish someone whose laclc of reciprocity is somehow related to his or  
her sickness. Regardless or the legal rules, evolutionary psychology suggests tha t  
these are  the rules that juries struggle with. 

But siclcness and intent can overlap, putting these two rules or thumb in conflict. 
It is t he  job or the evaluator to reconcile them. When I was worlcing with Willie, it. 
was difficult for me Lo see anything other than  the mental disorder. The  adaptive, 
albeit primitive, goals achieved by the murder a re  easier to spot rroln the long view or 
evolution, and indeed some real mental disorders, such as depression or  dissociation, 
may themselves be ways or achieving adaptive goals. Or course, the mental disorder 
may be reigned, but it's not that simple to reconcile the two rules of thumb regarding 
intentionality and sickness. Both can be present. 

It is not simple because a very i l l  derendant can know both "nature  and conse- 
quence" and the dirrel-ence between right and  wrong. Todd, a young mall with un- 
treated paranoid schrzophrenia, believed that  two tourists who sat  eating ice cream 
by a university were sen[ by the Cencral Intelligence Agency to spy on him. He 
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assaulted both of them and fled. He Itnew the nature of what he was doing-that 
is, striking them with his fists. He also Itnew the  consequences: the police would be 
called. He Itnew it was wrong to hit someone, but  he believed he had no alternative 
and acted in perceived self-defense. He was found not guilty by reason of insanity. 

The crucial areas. once a severe mental illness is identified, are the defendant's 
ability not only to ltnow the difference between right and wrong but also to refrain 
from the action. The tangled web of mental disease or defect and impairment o i  the  
Itnowledge of wrongfulness will certainly benefit from an evolutionary perspective. 
Krebs's (Chapter 1 2  in this volume) and others' ideas on the evolution of morality 
need to be applied to this prong of the insanity defense. A basic, anc ien~ ,  evolved sense 
of right and wrong is not easily overridden ever1 by the severest of mental illnesses. 
Individuals who most of us agree should fall under the protection of an insanity 
defense can fail to secure its protection because of the way laws are written and in- 
terpreted. Andrea Yates, theTexas mother who !tilled her children, was undoubtedly 

railed in 2002.  and she was convicted of capital mvrder. Due to the false testirnoily of 
Park Dietz, one of the prosecution's Forensic psychiatrists, her conviction was over- 
turned, and in 2006  she was finally acquitted by reason of insanity.' Even in Texas, 
even when psychosis was obvious, the. jury struggled with the idea that young chil- 
dren "needed Itillin'." The teachings of evolutionary psychology about the adaptive 
nature of infanticide might have made this act easier to underctand. 

Rape and Sexual Coercion 

Evolutionary psychology, through the work of legal scholars such as Owen Jones  
(1999)  and investigators such as Kandy Thornhill and Craig Palmer (2000) .  the 
Gottschalls (2003) .  McICibbin et al. (Chapter 6 in this volume), and others, has  ad- 
vanced our  understanding of rape. We can now discern the adaptive logic o i  rape 
more than that of many other crimes. 

One of my duties is to conduct the [orensic evaluations a t  a local cornmunil.): 
mental health center. Within the space of several months, two defendants were 
charged with rape, and evaluations were ordered for both. Each case was unusual.  
the liltes o l  which I hat1 never seen, and that there were two ol  them simultaneously 
was especially surprising. 

The facts of the cases were almost identical. Both derericlants had fo!lowed a 
lone yo!lng woman unltnown to them to her apartment, broken in, and raped her. 
Because the rapes occurred at night, neither woman was abl: co give a clear descrip- 
tion of her assaiiant, identify him from pictures. or U ~ O I , I ~ P .  enough details to gener- 
ate an  artist's approximation. However, that turned olit to be urmecessary: w t h i n  
several weeks of each attack, the perpetrators re t l~rned to the apartment of their 
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particular victim, ltnocked on the door, and politely asked the victin for a date. That 
led to positive identification, cofil'essions, and two convictions. Neither young man 
had identifiable major psychopathology. They genuinely had no conception or the 
harm caused by their attack. They truly believed their victims might have found the 
experience pleasurable and might be interested i l  a relationship. Their self-deception 
was breathtaking in its crselty and stupidity. 

1 I 7  . .,...I x a A t  the time of ~ ~ G S C  evaliiations, niy earlier i ~ a i ~ i i i ~ g  rielu sway. vvltn oo[n cases, 
I concluded that  the  defendant did not suffer from any major psychopathology, and 
neither case yielded a plausible explanation. 

The traditional vieu;-that rape has a contributing or causative psychopathology- 
is so ingrained in th: systern that the Tolloruing case was sent to me. A young man,  
John, came to Charlottesvill~. Virginia, with no unusual developmental history. He 
was born to a n  intact family an3 was educated. He dropped out of college arter two 
years. A long-term girlfl-lend brolte up with him shortly before he settled in Charlot- 
tesville, which is dominated by the University of Virginia. John worked below his 
intellec,tual capacity at  a pizza restaurant, where the worlcers partied hard. John [re- 
quently dranlt to excess after closing the restaurant. 

On one such work night. John planned to meet friends lor late-night drinks. He 
began to drink before he drove to rendezvous with them. When his friends failed to 
show a t  the chosen bar, heset out to loolc for them. He first went to one friend's apart-  
ment. but the  friend was not there. However, the friend's girlfriend was there with 
their infant child. She  told the defendant that  her partner, his drinking buddy, had 
gone out ta party John was already intoxicated. He fvrced her upstairs and, while 
she was bent over o n  the bed, lying over her child to protect the little boy, raped her: 
he then fled. L.ater he  told me that he had immediately realized what he had done 
and felt intense shame and guilt. He fled in his car  toward Richmond, sixty miles 
east. Acute remorse made him drive onto the shoulder of the interstate and stop. He 
decided to tu rn  himself in, and he called the police. 

At the preliminary hearing, the judge was stunned and insisted there must be 
something terribly wrong with John. Oniy a very ill young man,  he  emphasized. 
could rape a friend's girlfriend, whom he barely Itnew a n d  toward whom he alleg- 
edly held n o  animosity, and do so in the  presence. or her  child. The jurlge ordered the 
psychiatric evaluation before the defense attorney moved to request it. 

John suffered n o  major mental illness o r  personality disorder, and could be 
given no Axis I or Axis I1 diagnosis. John remembered meeting the victim only once 
Iherol-e the rape and had only the vaguest recollection of t h a t  occasion. When he  met 
her, he remenbered thirilting she was attractive, but he maintained that  she made 
no large or lasting ~mpression. The evaluation brought forth some evidence to sug- 
gest that john might have been depressed at  the time of the rape, feeling like his life 
was on a downward trajectory. But by the time of the  evaluation, he was depressed 
by his charges and his :ire in jail. Determining his level of depression before the rape 
was problematic. He knew he was drinking excessively, but  that was all. There were 
no long-s tand~ng psjlchiatric symptoms, personality disorder, hatred of women, or 



any of the usual explanations f ~ r  rape. Even t h o u g l ~  John pled guilty, the presence 
of the child at the time of the offense ccntributed to his receivine a lone ~ r i s o n  I 

consistent finding is no major psychopathology or even a consistent type of person- 
ality disorder. How does'one understand such behavior? 

In the AEP years of my life (after evolutionary psychology), my reading of the lit- 
eratureand such rapecasesconvince me that rapeis an  adaptation, not a by-product 
of male sexual aggressiveness. Owen Jones's (1999) superlative law review article. 
although neutral on the "adaptation versus by-product" debate, lays out the evidence 

I The Gottschalls' (2003) evidence that there are increased pi-egnancy rates with rape 
relative to consensual sex adds addilional evidence. Women's evolved mechanisms 

would we not be surprised if Horno sapiens males contained no  rape adaptation? The 
disparity in parental investment in our species provides fertile soil for the evolution 
of a mechanism to override female choice. 

What are the implications for the evaluation of a defendant charged with murder 
or  rape? The forensic clinician should now loolc at  psychopathology as just one  of a 

I 
multitude of factors that influence a defendant to deploy the adaptations for ltilling 

to deploy what was once adaptive behavior: ensuring survival of his DNA through a 
forced coupling with a woman already shown to be fertile. 

I n  short, and in any case involving both mental illness and adaptive behavior, 
it would behoove those of us who oractice forensic osvchiatrv to loolc at the illness 

people have the genetic potential for various cancers, but most researchrxs now real- 
ize that there may be some trigger that turns a norrnal gene into an oncogene and 
begins the abnormal cell division. The relationship between psychopathology and 
adaptive behavior may be the same. 

Domestic Violence 

Papa loved Mamma. 
Mamma loved men. 
Mamma's in the graveyard 
Papa's in the pen. 
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Male sexual jealousy, arguably another aspect of cheater detection, is the most 
combustible element in domestic violence. Yet it is remarkable that such a relatively 
simple concept has been ignored in teaching professionals how to conduct forensic 
evaluations, although daytime talk sllows that offer public revelations or DNA pater- 
nity tests are oddly popular and can clearly show thedoubt and anger that  can arise 
from a man's concern that he has been deceived-or, in the sense of adaptation, that 
the DNA carried in a child is not his. 

No defendant has ever volunteered to me that  he was unsure his children were 
his own or that  he  believed his mate to be unfaithful. The most obvious and common 
shilt in my forensic assessments since learning of evolutionary psychology has been 
to begin asking the relevant in-depth questions on fidelity and  paternity. Does the 
defendant think his partner has been unfaithful in the past, is unfaithful in the pres- 
ent, andlor might be unfaithful in the future? Has he ever harboreddoubts about the 
paternity of his children? Such questions never fail to reveal inforlnation that would 
remain hidden had the questions not been aslced-information that invariably influ- 
ences the psyclliatric conclusions. 

Bill, a 30-year-old manual laborer. was charged with burning down his home. He 
i 
i 

did have a psychotic illness, probably a bipolar illness, though we debated that. Most i 
clinicians on the staff emphasized his bipolar illness as the explanation for his crime. 1 
But on  close questioning he revealed doubts about his wife's faithfulness and the pa- 
ternity of one of their children. In my opinion. that was the real sparlc for his arson. 

Larry, a m a n  who had no prior criminal history but did have a history of depres- 
I 

sion and  suicidal threats in earlier years, incurred within the space of six months 
numerous domestic charges centered around a turbulent second marriage. The 
charges included assault, threatening to burn down a house, and intimidating a 1 
witness. His first marriage had not been marked with violence, and  h e  had a son 1 
with his first wife. He claimed tha t  the marriage ended because of his ex-wife's "con- 1 
trolling nature." He could never go fishing, he  said. He claimed that fidelity was not 
a n  issue-he had never been unfaithful to his first wife, nor, in his opinion, had she 

Within a year of the first marriage's end, Larry met and married his second 
wife, who also had been previously married. Larry was aware that  her first hus- 

I 
band had strayed and that  she  had retaliated with a n  affair. When Larry and his 
second wife came into conflict, he accused her of infidelity, frequently drove by her 
workplace, and  became criminally hostile. In my opinion, it was the infidelity in his 
second wife's past tha t  cued his hostile behavior, and his suspicions, unreported 
to prior examiners, led to the assaults, threats, and inlirnidation. A remarltable 
impression I took away from his evaluation was of his otherwise mild and  quieL 
nature. 

Lee Harvey Oswald's murder of President Kennedy drew fuel from male sexual 
jealousy. Theevidence 1s considerable and includes Oswald's wife Maril~a's  testimony 
to the Warren Commission that  she  was " i l l  love" with JFIC and that  the  PresideliL 
reminded her of a medical student she  regretted noL marrying. Oswald's niar- 
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I-iage to Marina was characterized by domestic abuse. Several months berore the 
assassination. Oswald discovered that Marina had been unfaithful while they were 
still in Russia, where they met and married. These may be crucial pieces ol  Oswald's 
motive for murder (Thomson, Boissevain. & Aultofer, 199 7). 

Slip-up versus Homicide Adaptation 

One of the current debates in the field is noted in Chapter 4 of this volulne. It is the 
slipup explanation Tor homicide (Daly & Wilson. 1988)  versus dedicated mechanisms 

,, for murder (Buss. 2005;  see also Chapter 3 of this volume). Chagnon's (199  7)  worlc 
with the Yanomamo provides an unambiguous view or the adaptive logic of mur- 

i 
der. Helene Valero's memoir of her years with the Yanornamo counters the idea of 
murder as a "slipup." The Yanornamo men she described ltnew when they intended 

sion. Although I disagree with their "slipup" hypothesis, their rocus on  the dynamics 
of male-male competition and its centrality to homicide should guide forensic clini- 
cians' formulation o l  murder cases. 

Charles, a 50-year-old man, was charged with the capital murder or his 3 3-year- 

xith her legs pulled up and ltnees splayed open. She died of a single gunshot wound 
I 

i that had entered her right chest and pierced major blood vessels. The husband was 
! 

1 apprehended in another state several weeks later. I-le had visited his extended family 
j and appeared normal. 

1 Charles claimed he had been in a car with his estranged wife when he pulled out 

1 a gun and threatened to lcill himself. She had grabbed the gun barrel, he said, and the 

i gundischarged and fatally wounded her. Charles checked into a   not el, carried her into 
I the room, and tried to tend to her wound. She died, and he fled. That was his story. 

There were holes in his story and major inconsistencies in the forensic evidence. 

i than she was. She had been morbidly obese but had undergone barialrlc surgel-y. 
; and had shed over one hundred pounds. Photographs indicated that  at the  time of 

her death she  was attractive. Several weelcs bel'ore the murder, she moved out  of the 
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or mitigation introduced at trial or sentencing in the current case. But the evidence 
suggested a deliberate murder. The way the body was left suggested a warning. His 
behavior fits Buss a d  Dllnt!ey's (!!?SS, 1739) lnodei oi mate homicide (see also Buss, 
2005: Duntley, 2005) .  The latent intent was the literal death of a mate. a desire to 
send a warning to other men, and the need to deprive rlvals of the wife's attentions. 

Substance Use 

For the practicing forensic clinician, one or the most important developments will be 
an. evolutionary understanding of substance use. Most criminal defendants su[rer 
lroln substance abuse and are intoxicated at the time of their orfense. A n  article in 
Sciei~ce by Nesse and Berridge (1997) and a special issue or Addiction (2002)  devoted 
to evolutionary psychology views or substance abuse light the way [orward. 

Our brains are not designed for superllorlnal substances lilte drugs. Our drugs 
of abuse invariably act directly on limbic areas of the brain and activate old instincts 
that suggest a fitness benefit is right around the corner. Drugs dissolve a sober as- 
sessment or a situation, leading to an inaccurate analysis of the cost of deploying 
an ancestrally adaptive, but currently crimina!, behaviora! solution such as rape or  
murder. Abused substances override negative emotions, particularly the emotions 
that might inhibit these dangerous actions. 

A Savanna IQ Goes to Court 

ICanazawa's ideas on a Savanna-IQ interaction (Chapter 9 in this volume) reorient 
any assessnlent for competence, particularly competence to stand trial (CST). A 
courtroom is a novel situation. Any forensic clinician will tell you that evaluations 
have been conducted in which the evidence suggests the defendant is incompetent. 
even though in other areas or hislire he [unctions relatively well. In the following case, 
the defendant also demonstrated the ability to deceive. Findings or incompetence lilce 
these are often challenged. The Savanna-1Q Interaclion Hypothesis provides a test- 
able way of understanding thesecases. 

111 1960,  the U.S. Supreme Court detailed the current standard for competency 
to stand trial ( D L I S ~ Y  V. Ursited St~ites.  1960) .  The standard is whether a criminal 
defendant "has sulXcient ability to consult with his lawyer with a reasonable degree 
or rational understanding, and whether he has a ratior-la1 as well as factual under- 
standing of the proceedings against hirri." All stales h;~ve a similar test for cornpe- 
tence. A defendant is round rncompetent if. h e c a ~ ~ s e  or a mental disorder, either of 
Llie following is true: 

1. 'Thederendant is unable to undel-s~and the nalure and objectives of the court 
proceedings. 

2.  The defendant is ur~~able to assist In the derense. 
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A problem in either part of this test can lead to a finding of incompetence. The 
standard for proving incompetence is a preponderance of the evidence (Coope~. \i, 

Oltlnhor~la. 1 9 9 6 )  by the defense. The standard in federal courts is similar to state 
standards. Incon~petence is proven when the defendant "is presently surfering rrom a 
mental disease or defect rendering him mentally incompetent to the extent that he is 
unable to understand the nature and consequences of the proceedings against him 
or to assist properly in his defense" ( 1 9  U.S.C. $4241) .  

This is translated into assessing a defendant in the following areas: 

1 .  Charges. Does the criminal defendant understand the nature of the charges? 
Is he or she Itnowledgeable or the official name or the charge? But it is more 
important that  the person understand the nature of the act that he or she  is 
accused of committing. 

2. Severity of the charge. A criminal defendant should understand the severity, 
whether it is a misdemeanor or a felony, and the possible range or sentence if 
he or she is convicted. 

3 .  Pleas. A criminal derendant is assessed to see whether he or she understands 
various pleas that are available, including guilty, not guilty, no contest, or  not 
guilty by reason of insanity. 

4. COLII-troom per-sonnel roles. A criniinal defendant is assessed regarding his or  her 
understanding of the roles of the defendant, the defense attorney. the judge. 
the commonwealth's attorney/prosecutor. the jury, witnesses, and the victim. 

5. The adversarial nature or the cour-troom. A criminal derendant has to under- 
stand which court personnel oppose his or her interest. The person must 
demonstrate some self-protective awareness. 

With regard to ability to assist their attorney, defendants are assessed in the 
rollowing areas: ability to work with their attorney; understanding or their current 
legal situation: comprehension or plea bargaining; ability to enter, il applicable, a 
mental illness defense: capacity to appraise evidence and outcome; memory and con- 
centration [or trial decision malting: awareness or appropriate courtroom behavior: 
consistent and organized narrative of the orrense; and the presence of selFdefeating 
behavior (Simon & Gold. 2004).  

David. a 29-year-old single Inan who lived with his father and stepmother, alleg- 
edly approached a woman at  a busslop, polted her face with his finger, and, when she 
wallted away, pushed her from behind. He was charged with assault. A competency 
evalua~ion was ordered upon the motion of his defense attorney. 

He was given the Wechsler Adult Intelligence test (\AIS-111). His verbal IQ was 
7 1 ,  which falls in the range of borderline intellectual functioning and indicated 
verbal performance in the lowest 3% of the population his age. His performance I 0  
of 6 0  and his full-scale IQ of 6 4  were in the marltedly impaired range nf inte!!igence 
classification and indicated nonverba! and 5ve:all intellectual test perfurrriance in 
the lowest 1% of the population his age. His current WAIS subtest periormances were 
deemed valid estimates of his current and recent levels of intellectual abilities. Five of 
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to several questions with answers he lcnew were false and would portray him as  less 

enough to reign greater deficits than h e  suffered, his 11isto1-y and hasc!ice ictel- 

competence. 
This conclusion was challenged in court  by the prosecutor. "II he could fake it, 

second exam has been ordered. My contention is that the ability to deceive is ancient 
and can be present even in individuals with demonstrable IQ problems that render 
them incompetent. 

Dauber t and Darwin 

The U.S. Supreme Court's 199 3 decision in Dnuber.t 11. Met-r-ell Dow Phnr.t~~nce~rticals. 
Inc. substituted a test grounded in Karl Popper's conceptualization ol lalsifiability as 
a halllnarlc of science. That test requires the  trial judge to consider whether the tech- 
nique or  theory has been tested and whether it has been subjected to professional 
scrutiny through peer review and publication, whether it yielded a n  acceptable rate 
or error, and whether it has been accepted by the relevant scientific community. This 
will only help evolutionary psychology, which is committed to empirical validation. 
All too frequently in the psychialric proression, theories have been promulgated and 
used in courts of law when they have little or no empirical support. 

Teaching Forensic Evolutionary Psychology 

How does one teach forensic evolutionary psychology to clinicians and court person- 
nel? Walsh and Beaver (Chapter 2 of this volume) captured my attention with their 
succinct explanation of the well-lcnown sex difIerences in criminal behavior. Why is 
the greatest risk factor Tor crime maleness? With crime, we must conrront the natu- 
ralistic fallacy. Crime is an abridgment of/challenge to the rules or cooperation and 
reciprocity. II life is mating elfort and parenting effort, and mating elrort dominates 
men's lives Car more than it does women's, cri~iie covers the behaviors that promote 
mating effort: deceitrulness, impulsiveness, sensation seelting, and aggression. 

The crucial corrective idea to teach is the Darwinian bedrock or criminal beliav- 
ior. Psychopathology, personality disorders, substance abuse, and the other dia, onos- 
able problerns identified by clinicians are incapable o l  generating organized behavior 
by themselves. Organized behavior requires a roundation of runctional mechanisms 
capable or producing the behavior in appropriate circumstances. The cogni tive struc- 
iures Tor the productio~i or criminal behaviors were shaped by Darwiniar~ natural 
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selection and the selection pressure created by recurrent exposure to contexts 
arrecting reproductive success. 

Policy Implications 

How many judges Itnow that thert is a mammalian trait (see Chapter 9 or this 
volume)? IT they ltnew its origin and presence in the other animals, might they view 
the crime dirrerently when certain individuals appeared before them? How would 
they view i t  when committed by an individual who surrers From chronic schizophre- 
nia? One of my taslts is to evaluate the criminal defendant who is one or the chroni- 
cally mentally i l l  and who has incurred enough misdemeanor charges toqualiry as a 
[elon, a "habitual ofrender." Designed to identiry repeat orrenders who are antisocial. 
habitual ofrender laws routinely ensnare [he chronically mentally il l  who shoplirt 
cigarettes or rood. Their clumsiness secures their easy arrest, and then their attor- 
nevs often aslc whether thev aual~fv Tor the insanitv defense. Even thoueh thev are 
ill ,  they know the nature and consequences or their actions. They Itnow they are  
breaking the law and risking arrest and prosecution. Their illnesses leave them poor 
and relatively helpless. 

In  my state, since 1978.  the lire-or-death decision in capital murder cases rests 
in part on whether the Commonwealth can prove, beyond a reasonable doubt, that 
there is a probability that  in the Tuture the derendant "would commit criminal acts or 
violence that would constitute a continuing serious threat to society" (Va. Code Ann. i 19.2-264[C]). Since Virginia abolished parole. the only society to which a lire-sen- 
tenced capital defendant can pose a "continuing serious threat" is prison society. But 
juries are not allowed to hear evidence of security and actual rates or violence in 

! Virginia's prisons. None or this information can enter through mental health ex- I 

Mental health e x ~ e r t s  must base their c a ~ i t a l  mitirration mediction on ~ a s t  I 

There remains little comprehension that violence is context dependent, the probable 
deployment or adaptations. The prison that any capital murderers inhabit derangs 
their violence. In 2005 ,  there were 76,581 inmates in Virginia's prisons, including 
385 convicted or capital murders and 2.000 convicted of first-degree murder. There 
was one homicide, nineteen aggravated assaults on other prisoners (0 .61 per 1 .000) .  
and two aggravated assaults on prison guards (0 .06  per 1 .000) .  

Society now sees lire irnprison~nent without hope or release as both retributive 
and protective. Cruelty has been replaced with long-term imprisonment. Death sen- 
tences might decrease i f  court personnel, mental health experts, and juries were to 
understand that violence is context dependent, with the deployment of homicidal 
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adaptations occurring only in certain situations. Those contexts have been errectively 
removed by the prison system (Bruck. 2007) .  

Conclusion 

My daughter's attribution Tor sonleone or considerable intelligence is MOFO, her ac- 
ronym Tor "Master or the F- Obvious." That captures my inevitable reaction 
as I delve into evolutionary psychology and learn its explanations Tor human nature 
and  criminal behavior. I was trained in a psychodynamic model that orten led to tor- 
tured and incon~prehensible rormulations. They utilized little or no empirical sup- 
port, showed wide subjectivity, and offered no  avenue for empirical verification. 

As lhis chapter was being written. Seung-Hui Cho slaughtered thirty-two people 
at Virginia Tech. Mental health experts and forensic clinicians have weighed in with 
diagnostic assessments of him, which include psychotic illnesses such as paranoid 
schizophrenia. An evolutionary psychology-informed view is lhat he was extremely 
socially isolated and inept as a result of Asperger's. pervasive developmental disorder, 
or another nonpsychotic impairment or social runctioning. This fits with Lee Kirlt- 
patrick's research that  found people low in social inclusioll and high in reelings of 
superiority are most liltely to be aggressive (ICirkpatricIt, Waugh. Valencia. & Webster, 
2002).  The descriptions or Cho's father's isolation are eerily similar to the younger 
Cho's, but without the violent edge. There are no reports to date of psychotic epi- 
sodes or  symptoms in Cho. Marginalized, rebuffed in his clumsy attempts to approach 
women, and defeated socially, he would be more clearly motivated by a desire to get 
revenge against those who represented the people who had excluded hiin than by psy- 
chopathology. Revenge is a n  evolved aspect or the mind that  functioned as deterrence 
(Daly & Wilson. 1988) .  Men's pleasure from revenge a n d  absence of empathy Tor 
those they dislike are  now verified and supported by lMRl studies (Singer et al.. 2006) .  
Cho took his revenge on those who he felt were responsible Tor his marginalized sta- 
tus. Unlilte our ancestors, he had access to far deadlier weapons and could slaughter 
many berore being stopped. As much as wc hate to entertain the idea. Seung-Hui Cho 
may have been less distant from all men than we might a t  first believe. 

As Duntley and Shackelford argue in their introduction to this volume, i T  Irnowl- 
edge is liltc a river, new Itnowledge can raise the level of the  water until it overflows its 
banlts. The new streams it creates, the landscape it submerges, and the hills that  are 
carved away cannot be predicted. Evolutionary psychology will be lilte a n  overflow 
of Itnowledge, cutting new rivers through once familiar lands. We can only guess 
how it will change the shape of the legal landscape. What will happen when judges. 
prosecutors, and defense attorneys have Tarniliarity with a n  evolutionary psychol- 
ogy perspective? What will happen when expert witnesses who are called to provide 
testimony are familiar with forensic evolutionary psychology? What happens when 
we have new and different understandings or the various behaviol-s that  bring people 
into court? 
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I T h e  MOFO reac t ion  doubt less ly  o c c u r s  a m o n g  those  w h o  h a v e  discovered t h e  
evo lu t iona ry  p a r a d i g m  a n d  its appl ica t ion t o  h u m a n  n a t u r e .  Darwin ,  m o r e  t h a n  
F reud ,  gave u s  t h e  tools  t o  u n d e r s t a n d  d e f e n d a n t s  a n d  t h e  juries w h o  pass judgine.nt 
o n  t h e m .  M y  h o p e  a n d  hypothes is  a r e  t h a t  as m o r e  forensic  clinicians learn evolu-  
t i ona ry  psychology, t h e  m o r e  its discoveries will b e  applied t o  t h e  rorensic se t t ing.  
T h a t  will lead u s  c loser  to ass is t ing c o u r t s  a n d  juries in a n s w e r i n g  t h e  ques t ions  
a b o u t  the  d e r e n d a n t s  t h a t  h a v e  been wi th  u s  for all or h u m a n  history.  

Clare Aultorer worked her- magic on my prose. Willis Spaulding sharpened the discussion 
or intent and contributed insights about expert testimony and legal rules as institutional- 
ized rules or thumb.  Owen Jones made helprul comments  o n  a late draft. Joshua Duntley 
andTodd hac!r.e!brd gave me this opportunity, editoria! assistance. and srve!-a! supel-?. new 
ideas. Over many  years I have learned from Marilyn Minrath ,  my partner in private forensic 
practice, and Richard Bonnie. Bruce Cohen. Dewey Cornell. John Monahan.  Daniel Murrie. 
Eileen Ryan. William Stejsltal, and Janet  Warren,  my colleagues a t  University of Virginia's 
Institute of Law, Psychiatry and Public Policy, w h o  provide unparalleled opportunities for 
case consultation. 

Notes 

1. Fortunately, in my opinion, the case was retried. At the first trial in 2002 .  Dr. Park 
Dietz, one  of the prosecution psychiatrists, testified about  a n  episode of Law& Older in which 
a woman got away with drowning her children in a bathtub by pleading insanity. During the 
first trial, prosecutors suggested tha t  Ms. Yates watched the show and saw it as  "a way out." 
But it was soon discovered tha t  no such episode existed. The  conviction was success~ully over- 
Lurned, and a I-etrial led to  the  2 0 0 6  finding or not guilty by reason or insanity. 
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